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I: Modified LO PDFs: motivation 

 There is a big change in general for PDFs in 
going from LO to NLO; from NLO to NNLO->not 
so much 



Where are the differences between LO and NLO partons?  

low x and high x for up 

missing 
ln(1-x)  
terms in 
LO ME 

missing ln(1/x) 
terms in LO ME  

everywhere for gluon 



LO and NLO distributions 

  The shapes for 
the cross 
sections shown 
to the right are 
well-described 
by LO matrix 
elements using 
NLO PDFs, but 
there are 
distortions that 
are evident 
when LO PDFs 
are used 

  Normalizations 
are not fully 
described using 
LO matrix 
elements (K-
factor) 



Modified LO pdf’s (LO*) 
  What about pdf’s  for parton shower Monte Carlos? 

◆  standard has been to use LO pdf’s, most commonly CTEQ5L/
CTEQ6L, in Pythia, Herwig, Sherpa, ALPGEN/Madgraph+… 

  …but  
◆  LO pdf’s can create LHC cross sections/acceptances that differ 

in both shape and normalization from NLO  
▲  due to influence of HERA data 
▲  and lack of ln(1/x) and ln(1-x) terms in leading order pdf’s 

and evolution  
◆  …and are often outside NLO error bands 
◆  experimenters use the NLO error pdf’s in combination with the 

central LO pdf even with this mis-match 
▲  causes an error in pdf re-weighting due to non-matching of 

Sudakov form factors 
◆  predictions for inclusive observables from LO matrix elements 

for many of the collider processes that we want to calculate are 
not so different from those from NLO matrix elements (aside 
from a reasonably constant K-factor) 



Modified LO pdf’s (LO*) 
  …but 

◆  we (and in particular Torbjorn Sjostrand) like the low x behavior 
of LO pdf’s and rely upon them for our models of the underlying 
event at the Tevatron and its extrapolation to the LHC 

◆  as well as calculating low x cross sections at the LHC 
◆  and no one listened to me when I urged the use of NLO pdf’s 

  thus, the need for modified LO pdf’s 

  Carry out a LO fit, but  
◆  relax the momentum sum rule (CTEQ, MRST), so extra glue 

goes where it’s needed; other sum rules still in effect 
◆  add NLO pseudo-data into fit to force desired behavior (CTEQ) 
◆  use 1-loop αs(mZ) (CTEQ, MRST) or 2-loop αs(mZ) (CTEQ, 

MRST) 



Aside: Parton showers and PDFs 
  There’s a difference between tree 

level fixed order predictions and 
those from parton shower Monte 
Carlos 

  The incoming partons can radiate 
hard gluons pushing the incoming 
partons off-mass shell 

  We expect that there will be a 
kinematic suppression of distributions 
formed by parton showers compared 
to those generated by tree level 
calculations 

  Although this is a sizeable effect for 
low Q2 processes, the effect is 
diminished for most processes we 
want to calculate at the LHC 



MRST2007lomod 
  Momentum sum rule is 

relaxed (100%->114%) 
  Better fit to benchmark LHC 

cross sections than with 
standard LO PDFs, but 
shapes often not fully 
described 

  …but, mimics full NLO 
predictions for b pT 
distributions 

  Standard now for ATLAS LO 
Monte Carlo generation 

  Described in 
◆  arXiv:0711.2473 
◆  arXiv:0807.2132 



CTEQ mod LO PDFs 

  Include in LO* fit (weighted) 
pseudo-data for characteristic 
LHC processes produced using 
CTEQ6.6 NLO pdf’s with NLO 
matrix elements (using MCFM), 
along with full CTEQ6.6 dataset 
(2885 points) 
◆  low mass bB 

▲  for low x gluon for UE 
◆  tT over full mass range 

▲  for higher x gluon  
◆  W+,W-,Z0 rapidity 

distributions 
▲  for quark distributions 

◆  gg->H (120 GeV) rapidity 
distribution 

  Described in  
◆  arXiv: 0910.4183 

  Allow total momentum in proton 
to exceed 1.00 if needed to fit 
the real and pseudo-data 
◆  other sum rules intact 

  Use 1-loop or 2-loop αs  
◆  two different fits and thus 2 

different PDFs 
▲  CT09MC1 
▲  CT09MC2 

◆  will concentrate on 2-loop 
results here 

◆  1-loop results basically 
equivalent 

◆  keep αs(mZ) fixed on 1-loop 
(2-loop) world averages, for 
better connection to other 
CTEQ PDFs 

  Also, another technique 
involving use of scales: 
CT09MCS 



Results 

  Mod LO W+ rapidity 
distributions agree better 
with NLO prediction in 
both magnitude and 
shape 

  Agreement at 7 and 10 
TeV (not in fit) even 
better for CT09MC2 

  Normalization and shape 
agreement better for 
CT09MC2 than for 
MRST2007lomod, 
basically by construction 



Results 



Results 

…here, most of difference between LO 
and NLO is due to virtual effects, so  
can’t/don’t want to absorb into PDFs 



K-factor table from CHS paper 

Note K-factor 
for W < 1.0, 
since for this 
table the  
comparison  
is to CTEQ6.1 
and not to  
CTEQ6.6, 
i.e. corrections 
to low x PDFs 
due to  
treatment of  
heavy quarks 
in CTEQ6.6 
“built-in” to  
mod LO PDFs 

CT09MC2 
K-factors 
for LHC 
slightly  
less  
K-factors 
at  
Tevatron 

K-factors 
with NLO 
PDFs at 
LO are  
more  
often 
closer  
to unity 



Some comparisons: low x gluon 
  Low x behavior of modified LO 

PDFs similar to each other 
and to normal LO PDF 

  But somewhat more glue at 
low x, so MC tunes have to 
take this into account 



ATLAS tuning 

 Tune to both 900 
GeV and 7 TeV data 

 Compare to CDF 

ATLAS-CONF-2010-031 



7 TeV 

mrst2007lomod 

ATLAS MBT1 gets reasonable fit to 7 TeV data using mrst2007lomod PDFs 

NMB 
events 



…with good agreement at 900 GeV as well 



Inclusive jet production 
  At low pT, LO predictions much higher than NLO predictions, due 

to LO gluon distribution, but similar predictions for LO and LO* 

€ 

LO
NLO

€ 

LO
NLO

T. Sumida 



Some comparisons: high x gluon 

  MRST2007lomod gluon has 
LO behavior at high x 

  CT09MC2 has close to NLO 
behavior due to influence of 
pseudo-data  



Some comparisons: u and ubar quark 

  Up quark distributions for mod 
LO still larger than those for 
NLO 

  Ubar distributions tend to be 
higher than either for LO or 
NLO 



…so 
  We have modified LO PDFs from CTEQ and MSTW (MRST) 

◆  all are available in LHAPDF 
  MRST2007lomod PDFs are used for ATLAS Monte Carlo 

generation 
  Note that modified LO PDFs were made to solve a problem 

◆  NLO high x behavior of LO PDFs wrong for LHC cross sections 
◆  NLO low x gluon behavior wrong for multiple parton scattering 

models 
◆  mod LO PDFs offer a way out, but are not perfect 

  Another way out of this problem is to use a LO PDF for the 
underlying event generation and a NLO PDF for the matrix element 
evaluation 
◆  possible in modern Monte Carlos 
◆  …and it’s a way of finally listening to me 



II: Tevatron impact on global fits 
  Most of the data points 

used in global fits either 
come from HERA or 
fixed-target DIS, as well 
as fixed target Drell-Yan 

  …but there are crucial 
data from the Tevatron 
from Drell-Yan (lepton 
asymmetry, Z rapidity) 
and from inclusive jet 
production 

  There are differences 
between Run 1 and Run 
2 

1.  CDF Run 1 jet (33 data points) 
2.  D0 Run 1 jet (90 data points) 
3.  CDF Run 2 jet (72 data points) 
4.  D0 Run 2 jet (110 data points) 
5.  D0 Run 2 Z rapidity (28 data 

points) 
6.  CDF Run 2 Z rapidity (29 data 

points) 
7.  CDF Run 1 W lepton asymmetry 

(11 data points) 
8.  CDF Run 2 W lepton asymmetry 

(11 data points) 



Jets: a tale of two runs 
  There is a large uncertainty on 

the gluon distribution at high x; 
most of the existing constraints 
are from the Tevatron jet data 

  Run 1 jet data (especially that 
from D0) prefer a larger gluon at 
high x->CTEQ6.6 

  Run 2 jet data prefer a somewhat 
smaller gluon than CTEQ6.6 
(more D0 than CDF), thus a mild 
tension 

  …but not an incompatability, i.e. 
no reason to exclude Run 1 jet 
data, which are at a different 
energy 



History: Run 1 
  CDF saw in Run I an 

apparent excess at high ET 
in the central rapidity region 

  But only a few data points 
out of 33, not enough to 
influence fit 
◆  in 5HJ, the fit was forced 

to a better fit to the high 
ET CDF jet cross section; 
the easiest way for the 
global fit to do this this 
was to modify the high x 
gluon 

  D0 measured the inclusive 
jet cross section over the full 
rapidity region (90 data 
points), with the result that 
the best fit (6M) had a HJ-
like behavior 



CDF Run 2 inclusive jet 
…generally good agreement with CTEQ6.6 predictions even without 
any systematic error shifts (note: pT

jet/2 used by CDF) 



CDF Run 2 dijet 
…again good agreement; average pT

jet used by CDF 



D0 Run 2 inclusive jet 

…lower jet cross sections at high pT;  
still good fit to CTEQ6.6 once  
correlated systematic errors taken into  
account; pT

jet used by D0 



D0 Run 2 dijets 
…apparently  even larger disagreements at high pT, but… 



LO/NLO/scales 
  Typically a scale of   pT

jet/2 
has been used in inclusive 
jet cross sections, both in 
fits and in comparisons to 
data 

  For much of the kinematic 
range, this scale is near the 
point where LO and NLO 
cross, i.e. K-factor~1 

  For CTEQ6.1,we also found 
that this scale results in the 
best fit (χ2) to the jet cross 
section (varying the scale 
from pT

jet/2 to 2*pT
jet) 



LO/NLO/scales 
  The kinematics are different 

in the forward rapidity region, 
high pT region; the K-factor at 
a scale of pT

jet/2 is now < 1, 
and the NLO prediction is 
now no longer at the 
maximum 

  CTEQ6.6 fit the gluon 
distribution for the Run 1 
cross sections using this 
scale 

  If we used a scale of pT
jet, 

then the gluon distribution 
would have been somewhat 
softer 

  The cross section predictions 
that D0 ran were with a scale 
of pT

jet, resulting in a larger 
cross section prediction in the 
forward/high pT region 

  Nothing wrong with any of these 
choices, but just a lesson for 
situations where the data have a 
significant impact on the PDFs 



pT
jet/2 

  Evaluating the D0 cross 
sections with a scale of pT

jet/2 
leads to somewhat smaller 
predictions in some regions, 
though still above the data; no 
Run 2 data in CTEQ6.6 

◆  but note that D0 data 
largely within the CTEQ6.6 
PDF error bands 

◆  MSTW2008prediction also 
within CTEQ6.6 PDF error 
bands  

◆  as we’ve seen in the 
benchmarks, the CTEQ 
and MSTW errors are 
similar in most kinematic 
regions, but not for the 
high x gluon 

  CT10 prediction has Run 2 jet 
data (while retaining Run 1 
data), resulting in somewhat  
lower predictions 

  This is all before any 
systematic error shifts, which 
lead to even better agreement 
between data and theory 

CT10 
error  
band 



Some comparisons 

CT10 prediction 
still larger than  
that from  
MSTW2008  
(perhaps due to 
Run 1 jet data), but 
is lower than that 
of CTEQ6.6  
(as a result of the 
Run 2 D0 jet data)  



Gluon comparison 
  CT10 high x gluon smaller 

than CTEQ6.6 due to 
influence of Run 2 D0 jet data 

  MRST2004 gluon similar to 
CTEQ6.6 up to x values of 0.5 

  Similar to CT10 for x values 
above 0.5 

  MSTW2008 gluon significantly 
lower due to inclusion of Run 
II jet data only; possibly due to 
parameterisation differences 
as well? 



Gluon uncertainty comparisons 

 CT10 and 
MSTW2008 gluons 
agree, in shape and 
uncertainty, except at 
high x 

 NNPDF2.0 smaller at 
low x and high x; 
larger uncertainty at 
high x 



One of key questions 
  Is the high x gluon determined from DIS/DY data alone 

consistent with Tevatron jet data, and LHC jet data to 
come? 



LHC jets 

 Will need to have precision measurements at 
higher pT to address this question 

>1 TeV scale jets 



CDF Z rapidity 
  Run 1 data not used 
  Precision measurement with 

high statistics in Run II 
  Generally good agreement 

with CTEQ6.6/MSTW2008 
  Data not used in either fit 
  Similar results from D0 with 

0.4 fb-1 



Run 2 W asymmetry 
  Directly reconstruct the W rapidity, so 

as to look at the W asymmetry, rather 
than the lepton asymmetry 

  Use V-A decay structure of the weak 
interaction and the dependence of the 
W boson rapidity upon the differential 
cross section dσ/dy to determine the 
relative contribution of the two 
neutrino solutions 

  Result agrees well with NLO 
predictions using CTEQ6.1 but not 
used in global fits due to worries 
about correction procedure 



Run 2 CDF W lepton asymmetry 

 Reasonably good 
agreement with NLO 
predictions 

 Note this is the early 
Run 2 data 



New D0 measurement of lepton asymmetry 

H. Schellman DIS2010 



CDF/D0 comparison 

H. Schellman 
DIS2010 



Fitting Run 2 lepton asymmetry 
  Can not get good fit with inclusion of Run 2 D0 lepton asymmetry data with 

normal weighting; conflicts with NMC/BCDMS (CTEQ/MSTW) 
  Two fits: CT10 (D0 Run 2 lepton asymmetry data left out); CT10W 

(asymmetry data in, but with extra weight) 



Z rapidity comparisons 



CT1OW vs CTEQ6.6 

10 



CT10/CT10W predictions 

No big changes with respect to CTEQ6.6 



Implications for the LHC: W rapidity 
distributions 



Cross section ellipses 



W/Z at the LHC 
  Measurements of lepton rapidities will be one of the first LHC 

inputs to global fits 
  Discussion this afternoon 

Robert Thorne, using 
inputs provided for PDF4LHC 
interim note 

7 TeV 



Summary 
  Modified LO PDFs exist that attempt to ameliorate 

some (but not all) of the problems with normal LO PDFs 
used with LO parton shower Monte Carlos 
◆  option is still there to use NLO PDFs for the matrix 

element evaluation, LO PDFs for UE/parton 
showering 

◆  with semi-automatic MC@NLO/POWHEG the issue 
of LO PDFs may become moot 

  Tevatron data (lepton asymmetry, Z rapidity, inclusive 
jet production) still provide useful constraints on PDFs 
(especially at high x) 

  I hope to be saying the same thing about LHC data at 
the next QCD at the LHC workshop 



Reference 

 99 citations so far 
 Your chance to be 

the 100th citation CHS 

goal is to provide a reasonably global picture 
of LHC calculations (with rules of thumb)  

over 1500 downloads 
so far 



W- 



Aside: PDF re-weighting 
  Any physical cross section at a 

hadron-hadron collider depends on 
the product of the two pdf’s for the 
partons participating in the collision 
convoluted with the hard partonic 
cross section 

  Nominally, if one wants to evaluate 
the pdf uncertainty for a cross section, 
this convolution should be carried out 
41 times (for CTEQ6.1); once for the 
central pdf and 40 times for the error 
pdf’s 

  However, the partonic cross section is 
not changing, only the product of the 
pdf’s 

  So one can evaluate the full cross 
section for one pdf (the central pdf) 
and then evaluate the pdf uncertainty 
for a particular cross section by taking 
the ratio of the product of the pdf’s 
(the pdf luminosity) for each of the 
error pdf’s compared to the central 
pdf’s   

This works exactly for fixed order  
calculations and works well enough 
(see later) for parton shower Monte  
carlo calculations. 

Most experiments now have code to easily 
do this… 
and many programs will do it for you (MCFM)  

€ 

f ia /A (xa,Q
2) f ib /B (xb ,Q

2)
f 0a /A (xa,Q

2) f 0b /B (xb ,Q
2)

fi is the error pdf and f0 the central pdf 



PDF re-weighting and Sudakov errors 

  Sudakov form factors in 
parton showering 
generated only with 
original PDF 

  In principle, get different 
Sudakov form factors for 
each of the error PDFs 

  In practice, seems not to 
be the case 

  S. Gieseke, Uncertainties 
of Sudakov form factors, 
hep-ph/0412342 





Some observations 
  χ2 improves with momentum 

sum rule free 
◆  without pseudo-data in fit, the 

momentum sum increases by 
~3-4% 

  Pseudo-data has conflicts with 
global data set 
◆  that’s the motivation of the 

modified pdf’s 
  Requiring better fit to pseudo-

data  increases chisquare of LO 
fit to global data set by about 
10-20% (although this is not the 
primary concern; the fit to the 
pseudo-data is) 
◆  prefers more momentum (1.10 

for 1-loop and 1.14 for 2-loop); 
mostly goes into the gluon 
distribution 

  No strong preference for 1-loop 
or 2-loop αs that I can see, with 
fits containing weighted pseudo-
data; without pseudo-data, 
prefers 2-loop	


  Normalization of pseudo-data 
(needed K-factor) gets closer to 
1 
◆  1.00 for W production 

(instead of 1.15) 
◆  ~1.1 for tT production 

(instead of 1.4) 
◆  ~1.4 for Higgs (120 GeV) 

(instead of 1.7)  






